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Pillars of the World Wide Web

The Dark Web in a Nutshell

The three pillars that constitute the entire web are Clear Web, Deep Web or Dark Web. 
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Surface Web: The Clear Web/Surface Web/Clear Net/Surface Net is the part of web that can be indexed 
by a typical search engine. These web sites can be easily found through a search query within any search 
engine.

Deep Web: The Deep Web/Deep Net is the part of web that a typical search engine cannot index. This 
part of the web is still accessible through standard browsers - sometimes special configuration 
required - however, it might be protected or hidden from the surface web using crypted URLs, 
password-protected pages, local/internal networks, direct IP address, etc. 

Dark Web: The Dark Web/Dark Net is the part of the web, which is a subset of Deep Web, that is made 
intentionally hidden and/or made inaccessible through standard browsers or require specific 
configuration to access through the standard browsers. Since search engines cannot index the sites, it is 
not possible to show these sites as search results.

The Dark Web consists of World Wide Web content existing on darknets, which are overlay networks 
that use the Internet, but require specific software, configurations, or authorization to access. The Dark 
Web forms a small part of the Deep Web - the part of the web not indexed by search engines - although 
sometimes the term, Deep Web, is mistakenly used to refer specifically to the Dark Web. 

The Dark Web is a subset of the Deep Web where criminal or illegal activities like the purchase and sale 
of anything from custom-made tools for cyber crimes to stolen data, digital fraud, counterfeits, drugs, 
weapons, and more takes place. The Dark Web comprises of marketplaces, forums, paste sites, chans, 
IRC servers and channels, chat rooms, etc. Some of these are protected using passwords or other 

authentication mechanisms. There might be a vetting and vouching process in some cases, like passing a 
test, making a cryptocurrency transaction, etc. to get access to these sites. Also, as most of these sites 
cannot be found through a search engine, they are only accessible through Tor. Some others might only 
have an IP address.  
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Why is the Dark Web Relevant?

The Dark Web consists of World Wide Web content existing on darknets, which are overlay networks 
that use the Internet, but require specific software, configurations, or authorization to access. The Dark 
Web forms a small part of the Deep Web - the part of the web not indexed by search engines - although 
sometimes the term, Deep Web, is mistakenly used to refer specifically to the Dark Web. 

The Dark Web is a subset of the Deep Web where criminal or illegal activities like the purchase and sale 
of anything from custom-made tools for cyber crimes to stolen data, digital fraud, counterfeits, drugs, 
weapons, and more takes place. The Dark Web comprises of marketplaces, forums, paste sites, chans, 
IRC servers and channels, chat rooms, etc. Some of these are protected using passwords or other 

Dark Web activities include but are not limited to terrorism, hitmen/assassinations, sale of weapons, 
ammo, illegal drugs, counterfeits, and pirated content, credit card fraud, financial frauds, hacking and 
related activities, whistleblowing, political advocacy, illegal pornography, etc. The size of the Deep Web 
is impossible to measure. Putting an estimate on its size is difficult because the majority of the
information is hidden or locked inside databases. Early estimates place the size of the Deep Web at 400 
to 550 times larger than the surface web. However, since more information and sites are always being 
added, an assumption can be made that the Deep Web is growing exponentially at a rate that cannot be 
quantified. So as part of the growth of Deep Web, the Dark Web also keeps on rising. 

Privacy networks such as Tor, i2p, freenet, etc. are broadly used for their anonymity. These browsers 
work on a completely anonymous network which does not have an associate IP address, making it 
harder to identify and geolocate users on the network. Using decentralized cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin 
(BTC), Monero (XMR), Ethereum (ETH), etc. over the Tor network, and passing it through multiple 
tumblers or blenders makes it harder to track the sources and destinations of transactions.

Threat actors in the Dark Web do not use their real information or identity, but instead, they use some 
handles/monikers/avatars/nicks which make it even more difficult to identify the real person behind 
those handles.  

authentication mechanisms. There might be a vetting and vouching process in some cases, like passing a 
test, making a cryptocurrency transaction, etc. to get access to these sites. Also, as most of these sites 
cannot be found through a search engine, they are only accessible through Tor. Some others might only 
have an IP address.  
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The Dark Web as a Source of Threat Intelligence

Threat actors share information about different vulnerabilities, exploits, and other sensitive information 
to other members within the community. They buy and sell different tools within Darknet marketplaces 
that could potentially be used in any cyber attack. Insider information gets traded in the Dark Web, 
which is used to organize active campaigns against organizations. Digital protesters and activists also 
use the Dark Web as a platform for their campaigns. 

Having the Dark Web as a source for threat intelligence is essential. Data collected from the Dark Web, 
then processed and analyzed, could be disseminated to answer different intelligence questions like who, 
what, where, when, how, etc. Threat intelligence from the Dark Web also could be used by organizations 
for: 

•  Early detection of exploits, vulnerabilities, and other IOCs (Indicator of Compromise)

•  Early detection of TTPs (Techniques, Tactics, and Procedures) used by Threat Actors

•  Knowledge about different malwares and tools that Threat Actors use, with their working knowledge 
   and acquisitions of samples in typical cases

•  Detecting and identifying the source behind the attacks by attributing and co-relating Threat Actors to 
   attacks

•  Reconciliation of data in early stages to reduce risks associated with data

Threat actors that include nation state- or national government-sponsored hackers, terrorists, 
industrial spies, organized crime groups, hacktivists and hackers, business competitors, disgruntled 
insiders, etc. use the Dark Web as their source of attack because such individuals and groups feel more 
comfortable about the anonymity, security, and privacy. Thus, a majority of cyber attacks that happen 
today originate from the Darknet/Deep Web. 
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•  Identifying the motivation behind attacks

•  Being proactive against different cyber threats and attacks
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Challenges and Limitations

Conclusion

Threat actors share information about different vulnerabilities, exploits, and other sensitive information 
to other members within the community. They buy and sell different tools within Darknet marketplaces 
that could potentially be used in any cyber attack. Insider information gets traded in the Dark Web, 
which is used to organize active campaigns against organizations. Digital protesters and activists also 
use the Dark Web as a platform for their campaigns. 

Having the Dark Web as a source for threat intelligence is essential. Data collected from the Dark Web, 
then processed and analyzed, could be disseminated to answer different intelligence questions like who, 
what, where, when, how, etc. Threat intelligence from the Dark Web also could be used by organizations 
for: 

•  Early detection of exploits, vulnerabilities, and other IOCs (Indicator of Compromise)

•  Early detection of TTPs (Techniques, Tactics, and Procedures) used by Threat Actors

•  Knowledge about different malwares and tools that Threat Actors use, with their working knowledge 
   and acquisitions of samples in typical cases

•  Detecting and identifying the source behind the attacks by attributing and co-relating Threat Actors to 
   attacks

•  Reconciliation of data in early stages to reduce risks associated with data

The Dark Web as a source for threat intelligence has a lot of value, but the challenge is to uncover the 
intelligence from credible sources within the Dark Web. Different cyber threats and chatters occurs at 
different locations within hundreds of communities. Efforts to extract real information from these 
sources, eliminate false positives, prove capabilities or motivations for getting vetted and vouched into 
these highly-protected underground criminal forums and markets are some of the challenges that exist.  
There is no global limitation to the Dark Web, which means any of these Darknet sites could be present 
in any part of the world. As a result, there are marketplaces and forums which exist in different
languages, sometimes even in local languages and dialects. This makes it tough to understand real 
threats and targets, even if we use standard language translators.

Threat intelligence gathered from the Dark Web can not only provide information about the threat, but 
also shed light that could extend to the motivation behind these attacks, TTPs used, attack 
vectors used, and much more. It is also important to identify exploits and vulnerabilities early on, to 
proactively monitor these threats againist different targets. Cyber threats from the Dark Web are 
prominent even though they could occur from the Surface, Deep, or Dark Web. 

Alerting organizations about emerging threats and threat trends could help those organizations thwart 
cyber attacks. Also, conducting research on the Dark Web could provide relevant information like threat 
actors, IOCs, etc. for further investigation or escalation. Intelligence collected and analyzed from the 
Surface Web, Deep Web, and Dark Web, and co-relating those events, plays a vital role in identifying 
potential risks for a business, and can also help furnish various business decisions. 
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